Title: Senior Research Aide
Descriptive Title: ESF SCIENCE Educator (Graduate Student)
Department: ESF Office of Experiential Learning and Outreach
Rate: $15.50/hour

Brief Description of Duties: As an ESF SCIENCE Educator (graduate student) you will work with a team of undergraduate students to develop and implement a series of week-long summer day programs that engage and educate urban and suburban youth about the environments and ecology of city and neighborhood environments. The graduate student is additionally responsible for supervising undergraduate students and making daily programmatic and operational decisions (with input from the team.) Graduate student reports to the ESF SCIENCE program coordinator and project director.

Required Qualifications:
- Must be enrolled at SUNY-ESF full time in a graduate program. Position is not open to recent graduates
- Valid NYS/Driver’s License
- Position requires fingerprinting and criminal history background check in NYSED system (completed during staff training)

Operational Needs: Must be available to work days Monday thru Friday. This is a full-time position based on a 37.5 hour work-week and runs from Early June through Mid-August.

Preferred Qualifications:
- Previous summer camp or leadership experience

Job Requirements:
- Ability to perform medium manual labor (e.g. lift up to 25 pounds.)

Contact Jacob O’Connell @ 315-470-4705 or joconnell@esf.edu to learn more
Title: Research Aide

Descriptive Title: Internship/ESF SCIENCE Educator (Undergraduate Student)

Department: ESF Office of Experiential Learning and Outreach

Rate: $10.50/hr

Brief Description of Duties: As an ESF SCIENCE Educator (undergrad) you will work with a team of other undergraduate students and a graduate student to develop and implement a series of week-long summer day programs that engage and educate urban and suburban youth about the environments and ecology of city and neighborhood environments. Undergraduate Students report to the ESF SCIENCE program coordinator and project director and receive additional direction from a graduate student.

Required Qualifications:

- Currently enrolled in a SUNY-ESF full time undergraduate program. Position is not open to recent graduates.
- Position requires fingerprinting and criminal history background check in NYSED system (completed during staff training)

Operational Needs: Must be available to work days Monday thru Friday. This is a full-time position based on a 37.5 hour work-week and runs from Early June through Mid-August.

Preferred Qualifications:

- Valid NYS/Driver’s license
- Previous summer camp or environmental education experience
- Junior or Senior class standing in fall

Job Requirements:

- Ability to perform medium manual labor (e.g. lift up to 25 pounds)

Contact Jacob O'Connell @ 315-470-4705 or joconnell@esf.edu to learn more